
From CAR PARK WÖHRL to the OFFICE: 
 

Leave the car park via exit MAINKAI, and you’re in an arcade-like passage, with view to FESTUNG 
and MAIN. You can see directly on the right some office labels on the facade and a GLASS ENTRANCE 
door with LIFT access.

Take the lift to the 3rd OG – access to the right Officefloor trough 2 doors. Our OFFICE NO. 021 is 
on the left in the middle. 

Hello and welcome!

Coming by TRAIN:

Leave the STATION via main entrance. Around the station forecourt are the tram stops. 
Take the LINE 1, 3 or 5. Get off at CITY HALL (RATHAUS). 

Info: 
Bavaria Ticket and train tickets inside verbund are also be valid into tram network. Otherwise 
you have to pay a ticket at the ticket machine “Kurzstrecke Eins+4”, till the tram stop City 
Hall. 

Then you go on foot half right (between Hotel Ratskeller on the right and fontain 
„Vierröhrenbrunnen“ / store “Wöhrl-Kaufhaus” on the left) to the bridge ALTE MAINBRÜCKE. 

Before you come on the bridge, you turn LEFT into an arcade-like passage. About 100 m you 
can see on the left some office labels on the facade and a GLASS ENTRANCE door with LIFT 
access.

Further directions „From CAR PARK WÖHRL to the OFFICE“...

Coming from NORTH-EAST to WÜRZBURG: 

MOTORWAY A7, slip road junction ESTENFELD. Follow B19 to the city limits of Würzburg. At 
„Greinberg“ follow the B19 in the left lane and exit STADTMITTE /FRAUENLAND.

At the traffic light turn RIGHT into SIEBOLDSTRASSE. Cross the main road. At another traffic 
light turn LEFT into FRIEDRICH-EBERT-RING.

At the first possible turn after about 150 m turn LEFT and continue to follow the road “Friedrich-Ebert-
Ring“. Cross the crossroads (tram tracks). Drive on SANDERGLACISSTRASSE for about 150 m, 
and then turn half left to the traffic light (view to KÄPPELE).

At the traffic light turn RIGHT into WILLY-BRANDT-KAI and follow the road. After 500 m you 
can see the CAR PARK WÖHRL on the right. 

Further directions „From CAR PARK WÖHRL to the OFFICE“...

Directions
to our second office at: Oberer Mainkai 1, 97070 Würzburg

Coming from NORTH to WÜRZBURG: 

B27 to the city limits Würzburg. Follow the VEITSHÖCHHEIMER STRASSE for about 500 m, 
(past „Kulturspeicher“ and „CinemaxX“). CROSS the crossroad into PLEICHERTORSTRASSE 
(past “Congress Centrum” and “Maritim-Hotel”).

At the traffic light turn LEFT into KRANENKAI. Following the right lane turn RIGHT into MAINKAI. 
After following the road for about 500 m you can see the CAR PARK WÖHRL on the left. 

Further directions „From CAR PARK WÖHRL to the OFFICE“...

Coming from SOUTH to WÜRZBURG:

B13 to the city limits Würzburg. At the 2. STREET turn RIGHT into B19 in the direction B8/B27/ 
HEIDINGSFELD / CONGRESS CENTRUM.

Drive a loop and leave the next possible exit called SANDERAU / S.OLIVER ARENA. Then follow 
STETTINER STRASSE to its end. 

Turn RIGHT into THEODOR-HEUSS-DAMM. Follow another road called LUDWIGKAI for 1,5 km. 
At the traffic light drive straigt on, following the road WILLY-BRANDT-KAI. After 500 m you can 
see the CAR PARK WÖHRL on the right. 

Further directions „From CAR PARK WÖHRL to the OFFICE“...

Coming from SOUTH-WEST to WÜRZBURG:

MOTORWAY A3, slip road junction HEIDINGSFELD. At the traffic light turn left into B19 and 
follow it to the city limits of Würzburg. Drive over the bridge KONRAD-ADENAUER-BRÜCKE  and 
exit at RANDERSACKER / SANDERAU / S.OLIVER ARENA.  

At the traffic light turn LEFT into STETTINER STRASSE (past „S.Oliver Arena“). Follow 
„Stettiner Straße“ to its end. Then turn RIGHT into THEODOR-HEUSS-DAMM. Follow another 
road called LUDWIGKAI for 1,5 km. At the traffic light drive straight on and follow the road 
WILLY-BRANDT-KAI. After about 500 m you can see the CAR PARK WÖHRL on the right. 

Further directions „From CAR PARK WÖHRL to the OFFICE“...

Coming from WEST to WÜRZBURG:

B8 / B27 past Höchberg. Follow the B8 on the right lane until you reach the city limits of 
Würzburg and continue to follow the street called LEISTENSTRASSE. Cross the crossroad 
(„Mergentheimer Straße“) and promptly turn RIGHT onto the bridge LUDWIGSBRÜCKE 
(„Löwenbrücke“). Drive over the bridge. At the first possible exit turn RIGHT. After 150 m 
turn right again into SANDERGLACISSTRASSE. 

At the traffic light turn right into WILLY-BRANDT-KAI. Follow the road. After about 500 m you 
can see the CAR PARK WÖHRL on the right. 

Further directions „From CAR PARK WÖHRL to the OFFICE“... 
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